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Zusammenfassung


Abstract

While Visual Question Answering (VQA) systems improved significantly in recent years, they still tend to produce errors that are hard to construe for human users. The lack of interpretability in black-box VQA models raises the necessity for discriminative explanations alongside the models' outputs. This thesis introduces CountEx-VQA - Counterfactual Explanations for Visual Question Answering, a method that generates counterfactual images to increase a VQA model’s interpretability. Specifically, given a question-image pair, the proposed method predicts the minimal number of edits to the image in order to change the VQA model’s predicted answer. Thereby, the model is trained such that the generated images contain semantically meaningful changes, are visually realistic, and differ from their originals only in question-critical areas. The results of extensive experiments on a challenging dataset show the method to be partly successful in generating meaningful counterfactual images. Particularly, they suggest that CountEx-VQA is suitable concerning many color-based questions, while it has difficulties regarding larger semantic modifications (e.g., altering shapes). In addition, it tends to produce unrealistic artifacts in some cases.
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1. Introduction

Throughout the past years, many scholars from both the computer vision and the Natural Language Processing (NLP) communities investigated the task of VQA [23, 35, 60, 5, 4, 11, 85]. Typically, VQA models aim at answering a natural language question about an image [85]. While VQA systems improved significantly in recent years, they still tend to be erroneous. Partly, these errors result from the fact that VQA models tend to focus primarily on the question while neglecting most of the images’ visual content [11]. Specifically, Niu et al. [53] suggest that VQA models often suffer from a language prior, which describes a strong correlation between questions and answers in training datasets. The VQAv1 dataset [5] is heavily unbalanced regarding certain types of questions. For instance, simply answering tennis to any sports-related question without considering the image yields an accuracy of approximately 40%. Furthermore, the authors point out that human questioners tend to pose questions about objects they see in an image. Therefore, VQA training datasets usually suffer from what they call a visual priming bias. For example, blindly answering yes to all questions starting with Do you see a...? without considering the image or the rest of the question yields approximately 90% accuracy in the VQAv1 dataset [53, 23].

The errors produced by a VQA model are often hard to construe for human users [53]. What caused the model to output a given answer based on an image-question pair? The lack of interpretability regarding the decisions made by VQA models raises the necessity to provide discriminative explanations alongside their outputs. In the past decades, the Machine Learning (ML) community has widely researched and acknowledged the importance of increasing the interpretability of black-box ML models [10, 71, 49, 88, 79, 46, 89, 29, 19, 16]. Doshi-Velez and Kim [16] suggest that the motivations for making ML models interpretable are manifold, including the need to prevent certain groups from being discriminated against or to protect sensitive information in data to foster privacy. Moreover, to ensure the reliability and robustness of ML systems, it can be crucial to understand how an algorithm performs when its parameters or inputs vary. Ultimately, interpretability increases the users’ trust in ML systems. For instance, if clinicians use such a system to help them in deciding whether a magnetic resonance tomography (MRT) depicts a malignant tumor, they might want an explanation as to why the model made a certain prediction before taking any action [2].

In the VQA domain, only a limited number of papers exist that investigate the black-box processes inherent in VQA models. Existing attempts include (i) the identification of visual attributes that are relevant to the question [35, 90] and (ii) the generation of counterfactuals [58, 53, 78]. For instance, Zhang et al. [90] implemented a method that generates a heatmap over the input image to highlight the images’ regions that lead to the VQA model’s answer. Fernández-Loria et al. [17] point out that while highlighting feature importance explains a model’s predictions, this method is not sufficient to explain the decisions that led to the model’s output. The
authors suggest that counterfactual explanations offer a more sophisticated way to increase the interpretability of a ML model because they reveal the causal relationship between features in the input and the model’s decision. For instance, suppose that a model classifies an MRT to show a malignant tumor and a heatmap highlights a particular spatial region in the image that was key to the prediction. While this approach explains how and why a model reached a certain decision, it does not provide insight into how it would behave under alternative conditions. Would altering a few pixels in a particular area of the highlighted region be enough to make the model classify it as benign, or would the whole region have to look entirely different? A counterfactual image that is minimally different from the original but causes the classifier to change its prediction would provide an answer to this question. To my knowledge, only three existing methods aim at making VQA models interpretable by providing counterfactual images. Chen et al. [11] introduce a method that generates counterfactual samples by applying masks to critical objects in images or words in questions. Similarly, Teney et al. [78] suggest a method that masks features in images whose bounding boxes overlap with human-annotated attention maps. Finally, in their ongoing research, Pan et al. [58] propose a framework to generate counterfactual images by editing the original image such that the VQA model returns an alternative answer for a given question. Currently, their approach is mainly restricted to color-based questions.

**Contributions** The present thesis introduces CountEx-VQA - Counterfactual Explanations for VQA. CountEx-VQA is a method which aims to enhance Pan et al.’s [58] counterfactual generator such that it (i) can produce larger semantic edits (e.g., apply changes also for shape-based questions) and (ii) focuses more on those spatial image regions that are key to answering a posed question (i.e., the question-critical objects) rather than the entire image. Specifically, this thesis provides the following contributions:

- An implementation of the proposed counterfactual generator, called CountEx-VQA (Counterfactual Explanations for Visual Question Answering), is publically available and can be accessed on GitHub.

- It introduces an attention mechanism that identifies question-critical objects in an image and guides the counterfactual generator regarding where to apply modifications.

- It introduces a weighted reconstruction loss that allows the counterfactual generator to make more significant changes to question-critical spatial regions than the rest of the image.

- Extensive experiments on the challenging VQAv1 dataset [5] were conducted to validate the approach.

1 https://github.com/tihartmann/CountEx-VQA
• Training Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) can suffer from instability that can cause non-convergence [45]. To tackle this problem, Pan et al. [58] use a method called gradient clipping, which requires extensive empirical fine-tuning of the training algorithm. To bypass this extensive procedure, CountEx-VQA uses spectral normalization as introduced by Miyato et al. [45] for increased training stability.

**Thesis Outline**

This thesis is organized as follows:

• Section 2 provides the technical foundations necessary for the conducted research. It introduces the principles of Deep Learning (DL) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) as well as the fundamentals of GANs.

• Section 3 discusses the related work in the field of interpretable ML and different methods for VQA, including existing attempts to make them interpretable.

• Section 4 presents the details of the proposed method and the experimental setup. It provides a description of the attention mechanism as well as the architecture of the counterfactual image generator. Furthermore, it discusses the model’s training procedure and the used methods of evaluation.

• Section 5 presents qualitative and quantitative results of the conducted experiment, including several visual examples of the attention mechanism and the counterfactual generator.

• Section 6 discusses the main findings’ implications based on the conducted evaluations.

• Section 7 concludes this thesis by summarizing its key contributions and providing an outlook for potential future work.
2. Background

CountEx-VQA uses a GAN-based DL architecture to generate counterfactual images for VQA. The original GANs as introduced by Goodfellow et al. build on the concept of Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs). More recent implementations of GANs adopt CNNs, which significantly improves their ability to extract image features. The following subsections provide the theoretical foundations required for the method proposed in this thesis: DL, CNNs, and GANs.

2.1. Introduction to Deep Learning

In recent years, DL has made major advances and shapes the state-of-the-art in many ML domains, such as NLP and image recognition. ML aims at extracting patterns from raw data to make predictions without relying on hard-coded inference rules (e.g., using a knowledge base). While ML algorithms require human engineers to transform raw data, such as images, into suitable internal representations (e.g., feature vectors) first, DL allows to process it in its raw form. To this end, DL uses representation learning to automatically discover the representations necessary to detect patterns in the input. Ultimately, these representations can be used to learn complex functions, e.g., for image generation tasks. DL methods can be roughly classified into two major categories, namely supervised learning and unsupervised learning. In supervised learning, the data used to train a DL system includes the desired output, called labels. For instance, a supervised DL algorithm could learn to distinguish real images from fake images generated by a GAN based on example images along with their class (i.e., real or fake). Unsupervised DL models, on the other hand, aim to find patterns in unlabeled data, for instance, to cluster them into groups of similar instances. GANs use a combination of supervised and unsupervised learning: First, a generator model aims to produce new images that follow a similar distribution as the training data, which is an unsupervised learning problem. Simultaneously, the discriminator, which is used to penalize unrealistic generated images, is trained on images from the training data (labeled as real) and the set of generated images (labeled as fake) to learn to distinguish them.

Neural Networks

Neural Networks (NNs) are the building block of DL. One of the simplest forms of a NN is the MLP, which is also adopted in the original GAN architecture. An MLP consists of multiple layers of Linear Threshold Units (LTUs), which are two-state, sigmoid elements or neurons that are linked via weighted connections. Specifically, according to Pal and Mitra, an input layer is followed by an arbitrary number of intermediate hidden layers and a final output layer at the end. Thereby, the authors suggest that each neuron is fully-connected to all neurons in the adjacent layers via weights, which determine the degree of correlation between...
two neurons. In addition to a fully-connected [LTU], all layers of an [MLP] except the output layer usually also contain an extra bias neuron, which always outputs 1 \((b = 1)\) [26]. Finally, each layer except for the input layer uses a monotonic, nonlinear activation function to compute its output [57].

**Activation Functions**

Since the training procedure of [MLP] includes Gradient Descent (GD), which is explained in the subsequent section, it is necessary to apply an activation function that has a well-defined non-zero derivative at each point [26]. The following activation functions are used in this thesis [54]:

- The *Logistic function*, \(\sigma(z) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-z)}\), is a continuous and differentiable sigmoid function (i.e., shaped like the letter S) that outputs values between \([0, 1]\).

- The *Hyperbolic Tangent Function* (Tanh), \(\tanh(z) = 2\sigma(2z) - 1\), is also a continuous sigmoid function that is differentiable. In contrast to the logistic function, its output values are in the range \([-1, 1]\), which results in the outputs being more or less normalized (i.e., centered around zero) in the early training stages. This characteristic often leads to faster convergence of an MLP.

- The *Rectified Linear Units (ReLU)* function, \(\text{ReLU}(z) = \max(0, z)\), is a continuous function, but it is not differentiable if \(z \leq 0\). In this case, its slope changes abruptly, which can be problematic when using GD. On the other hand, it is fast to compute and works well in most scenarios, so it is usually well suited in practice.

**Backpropagation Training Algorithm**

To train an [MLP], Rumelhart et al. [66] introduced the backpropagation algorithm. For each training instance, the [MLP] computes the output of every neuron in the network. This procedure is called the *forward pass*. By measuring the difference between the desired ground-truth and the network’s prediction, the [MLP] computes the output error. It then propagates the error gradient backward layer by layer to measure how much each neuron contributed to the error in the subsequent layer. Finally, using these error gradients, the backpropagation algorithm performs a [GD] step on all the connection weights [66]. According to Géron [26], [GD] tweaks a model’s parameters to minimize the computed error rate by measuring the local gradient of the error function for the model’s parameter vector \(\theta\). Thereby, a hyperparameter called *learning rate* specifies the size of the steps. The author suggests using a small learning rate requires the algorithm to perform many iterations until it converges. In contrast, if the learning rate is too high, the algorithm may fail to converge as it jumps across the error rate’s minimum, resulting in even larger values [26]. Unless the cost function is convex, [GD] may only find a local minimum rather than the global minimum [66].
Vanishing and Exploding Gradients

The backpropagation algorithm with GD can be problematic when training larger NNs, and GANs in particular [26, 61, 84]. Since the algorithm starts at the output layer and progresses through the network until it reaches the input layer, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) may suffer from different layers learning at different speeds, which leads to unstable gradients [26]. According to Géron [26], the vanishing gradients problem occurs when gradients decrease significantly the further the backpropagation algorithm progresses. As a result, the GD step leaves the weights of the lower layers virtually unchanged. The author suggests that one root cause of vanishing gradients can be the choice of the used activation function. For instance, the sigmoid function saturates at 0 or 1 when its inputs are very large negative or positive values, respectively. In turn, the derivative shifts extremely close to 0, which results in almost no gradients being backpropagated through the network. Similarly, the author points out that while it cannot saturate for positive values, the ReLU function can yield the same problem as the sigmoid function for negative values. This property is referred to as dying ReLU [26]. To tackle this problem, a modified version of ReLU is used in this thesis, namely leaky ReLU [54]:

\[
\text{LeakyReLU}_\alpha(z) = \begin{cases} 
z, & \text{if } z > 0 \\
\alpha \times z, & \text{if } z \leq 0 
\end{cases}
\]

where the \(\alpha\)-parameter determines the slope of the function for \(z < 0\). Usually, \(\alpha\) is set to a small value (e.g., 0.01), ensuring that the gradients will not saturate during training.

In contrast to vanishing gradients, gradients growing bigger and bigger as the backpropagation algorithm progresses to the lower layers is known as the exploding gradients problem [26]. In their approach to generate counterfactual images for VQA, Pan et al. [58] applied a technique called gradient clipping to tackle this problem. This method rescales a gradient if its norm exceeds a certain threshold \(c\):

\[
g = \begin{cases} 
c \times \frac{g}{||g||}, & \text{if } ||g|| \geq c \\
g, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(g\) is the gradient and ||\(g||\) is the norm of \(g\). Another popular method to address the vanishing and exploding gradients problem is to apply instance normalization [81] right before each layer’s activation function to zero-center each input across its height and width [26]:
\[ \mu_I = \frac{1}{uv} x, \]
\[ \sigma^2_I = \frac{1}{uv} (x - \mu_I)^2, \]
\[ \hat{x}^{(i)} = \frac{x^{(i)} - \mu_I}{\sqrt{\sigma^2_I + \epsilon}}, \]
\[ z^{(i)} = \gamma \hat{x}^{(i)} + \beta, \]

where

- \( \mu_I \) is the empirical mean evaluated over the current instance.
- \( \sigma_I \) is the empirical standard deviation evaluated over the current instance.
- \( \hat{x}^{(i)} \) is the input after being shifted (i.e., zero-centering) and normalized.
- \( \gamma \) is the scaling parameter learned for each instance-normalized layer.
- \( \beta \) is the shifting parameter (offset) learned for each instance-normalized layer.
- \( \epsilon \) represents a smoothing term that prevents division by zero.
- \( z^{(i)} \) is the instance normalization’s output, i.e., the scaled and zero-centered input.

Miyato et al. \[45\] introduce a method called spectral normalization, which normalizes the weights of a NN. The authors suggest that this method, which can also be used in conjunction with instance normalization, achieves better results regarding exploding and vanishing gradients than gradient clipping. Therefore, CountEx-VQA adopts spectral normalization, which is discussed in detail in section \[4\].

### Optimization Algorithms

Training a GAN using the regular GD algorithm can be very inefficient while applying a faster optimizer can speed up the training procedure significantly \[26\]. One of the most popular optimization algorithms is the adam optimizer \[30\], which is also used for the experiments conducted in this thesis. In contrast to traditional stochastic GD which uses a single learning rate, the adam optimizer maintains a separate learning rate for each of the network’s parameters. These individual learning rates are adapted as the training procedure progresses by updating estimates of the gradients’ mean and the squared gradients’ uncentered variance (called exponential moving averages). These are referred to as the gradients’ first (denoted \( m_t \)) and second (\( v_t \)) momentum vectors, which are initialized at 0. The parameters \( \theta_t \) of an NN at step \( t \) are computed as follows \[30\]:

\[ m_t = \alpha m_{t-1} + (1 - \alpha) \nabla J(\theta_{t-1}) \]
\[ v_t = \beta v_{t-1} + (1 - \beta) (\nabla J(\theta_{t-1})^2) \]
\[ \theta_t = \theta_{t-1} - \frac{\beta_{1t}}{\sqrt{v_t} + \epsilon} m_t \]
\[
\begin{align*}
m_t &\leftarrow \beta_1 m_{t-1} + (1 - \beta_1) \Delta \theta J(\theta) \\
v_t &\leftarrow \beta_2 v_{t-1} + (1 - \beta_2) \times (\Delta \theta J(\theta))^2 \\
\hat{m}_t &\leftarrow \frac{m_t}{1 - \beta_1^t} \\
\hat{v}_t &\leftarrow \frac{v_t}{1 - \beta_2^t} \\
\theta_t &\leftarrow \theta_{t-1} - \alpha \frac{\hat{m}_t}{\sqrt{\hat{v}_t} + \epsilon},
\end{align*}
\]

where

- \( J(\theta) \) is the cost function with respect to the weights \( \theta \).
- \( \Delta \theta J(\theta) \) is the gradient vector.
- \( \hat{m}_t \) and \( \hat{v}_t \) denote the bias-corrected versions of the vectors vectors \( m_t \) and \( v_t \).
- \( \alpha \) is the stepsize of the algorithm.
- \( \beta_1, \beta_2 \in [0, 1] \) are hyper-parameters that control the exponential decay rates of the moving averages. \( \beta_1 \) is usually initialized to 0.9, while \( \beta_2 \) is typically initialized to 0.999.

**Regularization**

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) can consist of millions of parameters, which makes them both extremely flexible to diverse datasets and prone to overfitting the training data [26]. Therefore, as Géron [26] points out, it can be useful to apply a regularization technique. According to the author, a straightforward solution to prevent a DNN from overfitting is to stop the training procedure when the model’s performance starts dropping for the validation set. Another solution is to use the dropout algorithm introduced by Srivastava et al. [74], which temporarily excludes each neuron (except for the output neurons) with a probability of \( p \) at every training step. According to the authors, dropout ensures that a DNN does not learn to focus only on a small set of neurons to make a prediction. Since every neuron has a probability \( p \) to be ignored, they (i) cannot co-adapt with their neighboring neurons but must work on their own without relying on them, and (ii) must learn to work with a randomly chosen sample of neurons. As a result, the DNN generalizes better to new inputs. The authors state that the dropout rate \( p \) is typically set to 0.5, and dropout is only applied during training. For testing, each input connection weight must be multiplied by \( p \) to ensure that the neurons do not receive input signals twice as large as during training [74].
2.2. Convolutional Neural Networks

CNNs [33] are a particular kind of DL networks that is widely applied in computer vision. Computer vision algorithms seek to identify patterns, such as illumination, color distributions, edges, or shapes in images [76]. Since Radford et al. [63] introduced deep convolutional generative adversarial networks (DCGANs), most GAN adopt a CNN-based architecture [59]. Therefore, the proposed CountEx-VQA method also uses CNNs, whose functionality is explained in the subsequent subsections. The basic architecture of CNNs is based on three types of layers: (i) convolution layers, (ii) pooling layers, and (iii) fully-connected layers [56].

Convolution Layer

The eponymous convolution layer is the central building block of a CNN [26]. Géron [26] points out that, in contrast to perceptrons, a convolution layer’s neurons are not connected to every neuron of the previous layer, but only to a small rectangle of neurons. The author states that, in order to obtain features from an input image (or a feature map at layers past the first one), the convolution layer performs a dot product between two matrices: The first matrix represents a set of learnable parameters, the so-called kernel. The second matrix is a segment of the input of the size of the convolution layer’s receptive field [26]. Usually, the kernel is spatially smaller than the input image but has greater depth [21]. Digital images are represented by matrices of size $h \times w \times d$, where $h$ is the image’s height, $w$ is its width and $d$ corresponds to its color channel depth ($d = 3$ in case of RGB images). During the forward pass, the kernel $K$ slides across the input image to produce a 2D feature map $f$ [26]. Thereby, the size of the kernel’s slides is determined by the stride parameter. According to Géron [26], it is common practice to add zeros around the inputs of a convolution layer, which is known as zero-padding and ensures that a layer has the same size as the previous layer. The output of a neuron in a convolutional layer is computed using the following equation [26]:

$$z_{i,j,k} = b_k + \sum_{u=1}^{f_h} \sum_{v=1}^{f_w} \sum_{k'=1}^{f_d} x_{u',v',k'} \times w_{u,v,k',k},$$

where

- $z_{i,j,k}$ represents the output of the neuron located in the $i$th row, $j$th column in the $k$th features map of the $l$th convolution layer.

- $f_h$ and $f_w$ are the receptive field’s height and width, respectively.

- $f_d$ represents the number of feature maps in the previous layer (or channels if the previous layer is the input layer).
• $x_{i',j',k'}$ corresponds with the output of the neuron located in the $i'$th row, $j'$th column, $k'$th feature map (or channel if the previous layer is the input layer) of layer $l - 1$.

• $b_k$ is the bias term for feature map $k$ in layer $l$.

• $w_{u,v,k',k}$ is the weight connecting any neuron in the $k$th feature map of the $l$th layer and its input located at the $u$th row, $v$th column of the neuron’s receptive field, and the $k'$th feature map.

Pooling

According to Goodfellow et al. [21], each layer of a CNN usually comprises three stages. First, CNN stacks a cascade of convolution layers that produce a set of linear activations. Next, a nonlinear activation function (e.g., using a ReLU layer) is applied to each linear activation. Finally, the output is further processed using a pooling layer [21]. Géron [26] suggests that the pooling layer’s main purpose is to subsample (i.e., to shrink) the input image. The author states that the effect of shrinking the input is three-fold: First, it decreases the computational load and the memory usage during backpropagation in a CNN. Second, subsampling reduces the number of parameters that need to be trained, making a neural network less prone to overfitting. Finally, shrinking the input allows for a small degree of location invariance. As a result, small amounts of changes in the input would leave most pooled outputs untouched [26]. This effect can be beneficial, for instance, if a CNN should learn whether a particular feature is present in the input rather than exactly where it is [21].

Géron [26] points out that, similar to the way convolution layers work, each neuron in a pooling layer connects to a subset of neurons in the previous layer using a rectangular receptive field, whose size, stride, and padding mode are hyperparameters. The author suggests that, in contrast to the convolution layer, the pooling layer does not include weights but applies one of two types of aggregation functions to its inputs. When using max pooling, the pooling layer passes only the maximum value inside each receptive field to the next layer while dropping all other values. For example, a pooling layer with a $2 \times 2$ kernel and a stride of 2 would subsample a 2D input by the factor of 2 on both dimensions. Hence, the pooling operation would drop $\frac{3}{4}$ of the values, resulting in the output feature map having an area four times smaller than the input. The other pooling mode is average pooling, which follows the same principle but outputs the mean of a given receptive field rather than its maximum value [26].

2.3. Autoencoders

Autoencoders are NNs that aim to randomly generate new data that is similar to its inputs [26]. To this end, these networks learn to model an efficient representation...
of the inputs and map them to outputs that follow a similar distribution \cite{26}. These networks typically consist of two parts \cite{21}: Given an input $x$, an encoder learns a function $h = f(x)$, where $h$ denotes a hidden layer that describes a representation of the input (called coding). Next, the decoder part takes the coding as input and learns to produce a reconstruction $r = g(h)$ of the input. In order to prevent the autoencoder to simply learn the identity function $g(f(x)) = x$, it is constrained to copy the input only approximately \cite{21}. For instance, Géron \cite{26} suggests that limiting the dimensionality of the coding described by $h$ will allow the network only to approximate the input data, rather than trivially copying it, which is referred to as undercompleteness. The author points out that to enable the autoencoder to reconstruct the input, the cost function applied during training typically contains a reconstruction loss, which increases the more the output deviates from the input. Common choices of the reconstruction loss are the $L_{L_1}$ and the $L_{L_2}$ regularization terms \cite{26}:

$$L_{L_1} = E_{x,r} ||x - r||_1,$$
$$L_{L_2} = E_{x,r} ||x - r||_2^2.$$ 

Regarding its architecture, an autoencoder typically resembles an MLP except that the number of neurons in the output layer must match the number of inputs \cite{26}. Géron \cite{26} suggests that if an autoencoder has more than one hidden layer, it is called deep autoencoder. In this case, the author states that the encoder and the decoder are typically symmetrical with respect to $h$: Each layer $i$ has the same number of neurons as layer $n - i$, where $n$ denotes the total number of layers. According to the author, a special type of autoencoder is the adversarial autoencoder, in which an encoder-decoder network learns to reproduce the input. Concurrently, a second NN is trained adversarially to judge whether the reproductions are real or fake. These models are also referred to as GANs \cite{26}.

### 2.4. Generative Adversarial Networks

In 2014, Goodfellow et al. \cite{22} first introduced the notion of GANs. According to the authors, GANs aim at artificially generating new data that follows a similar distribution as the training data. For example, if the training data comprises images of hand-written digits, the goal is to generate new images that depict digits similar to the original ones. To this end, an adversarial process is used to train two models in parallel \cite{9}:

- A Generator $G$ learns to produce new examples based on the training data.
- A Discriminator $D$ is trained to distinguish between real examples from the original data distribution and fake ones produced by the Generator.

Brownlee \cite{9} suggests that to generate new examples that follow a similar distribution as the training data, generator and discriminator compete against each other.
in a zero-sum game. According to the author, the discriminator receives both real and fake data to learn to distinguish them. Concurrently, the generator is trained to fool the discriminator by generating realistic synthetic examples. The training data comprises a set of points denoted $\chi \subset \mathbb{R}^n$ [83]. For instance, given a set of images with size $4 \times 4$, each image corresponds to a point $x \in \chi \subset \mathbb{R}^n$ with $n = 16$. According to Wang [83], enabling the generator to create realistic synthetic data points requires the training data to follow a certain probability distribution $\mu \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n$. Thereby, in most applications of GANs, it is assumed that $\mu$ has a continuous density function $p(x)$. The author suggests that the similarity between the original dataset $\chi$ and a set of generated data points $\psi$ can then be defined in terms of the probability distribution: the goal is to find a probability distribution $\nu$ with density $q(x)$ that approximates $\mu$ as closely as possible. An optimal generator would create new examples such that $p(x) = q(x)$. However, since the probability distribution $\mu$ of the training data is unknown, GANs aim to find $\nu$ by learning $\mu$ from a finite set of training samples $\chi$. The more complex the distribution of the training data, the more training samples $x \in \chi$ are necessary for a GAN to generate a set of new examples $\psi$ with a probability distribution that closely approximates $\mu$ [83]. To train a GAN two objective functions $J_G(\theta_G; \theta_D)$ and $J_D(\theta_D; \theta_G)$ are simultaneously updated in an iterative fashion [13]. The cost of the GAN’s training is monitored using a value function $v(G, D)$ that depends on both networks and aims at solving the following equation [13]:

$$\max_D \min_G v(G, D).$$

The default choice for $v$ in GAN training reads as follows [13]:

$$v(G, D) = \mathbb{E}_{p(x)} \log D(x) + \mathbb{E}_{q(x)} \log(1 - D(x))$$

Keeping the generator unchanged, there exists a unique optimal discriminator $D^*(x) = \frac{p(x)}{p(x) + q(x)}$ [22]. Furthermore, Goodfellow et al. [22] point out that when $v(G, D)$ converges, the discriminator is no longer required, as its output will always be 0.5. According to the authors, convergence is guaranteed in case $\max_D$ is convex in $\theta_G$. However, they argue that in practice $\max_D$ is often not convex, which makes training GANs a challenging task in which $G$ and $D$ may never reach an equilibrium.

According to Goodfellow et al. [21], GANs usually have a CNN-based architecture when applied in the context of synthetic image generation. However, the authors point out that they use a different convolution operation as in image recognition tasks, in which the CNN learns a more high-level representation of the input image at each layer, continuously dropping information using pooling operations. Contrarily, according to the authors, GANs aim at adding rich details as the input progresses through the network before generating the final image representation at the last layer. To this end, convolutional GANs use the transpose of the convolution operator, which is often referred to as upscaling or deconvolution. To upsample a
feature map, the generator applies the inverse of the max-pooling operation under the following constraints [21]:

1. The max-pooling operation’s stride must be equal to the pooling region’s width.
2. Each pooling region’s maximum input should be the upper-left corner.
3. Each pooling region’s non-maximum inputs must be zero.

Using an integer value $k$ to specify the size of the pooling region, the inverse pooling operation copies each value from the input’s spatial coordinate $i$ to the output tensor’s spatial coordinate $i \times k$ (initialized at 0) [21].
3. Related Work

3.1. Interpretable Machine Learning

Throughout the past decades, the notion of interpretability increasingly gained attention in the ML domain [10, 71, 49, 88, 79, 46, 89, 29, 19, 16]. According to Kim et al. [29], interpretability is particularly important with respect to systems whose decisions have significant impact. Similarly, Chakraborty et al. [10] suggest that the increasingly important role ML methods play in decision-making processes in healthcare, criminal justice systems, finance, or policy-making point to the necessity of interpretability. Doshi-Velez and Kim [16] propose that interpretability in ML serves several purposes:

1. It allows to better protect certain groups from being (explicitly or implicitly) discriminated against.
2. Understanding how input or parameter variations affect an algorithm’s performance fosters a system’s reliability and robustness.
3. Interpretability helps increase users’ trust in a system by allowing them to assess its provided assistance suitably.

While scholars seem to agree upon the necessity of interpretability in ML, Lipton [39] argues that a flurry of distinct definitions of the concept exists. Similarly, Murdoch et al. [50] suggest that the notion of interpretability is broad. The subsequent paragraph provides an overview of how researchers in ML define the term interpretability.

Defining Interpretability

Kim et al. [29] suggest that an ML method is interpretable if it allows a human to consistently and correctly classify its outputs. Similarly, Chakraborty et al. [10] define interpretability as a human’s ability to understand and reason about a model’s output. According to Gilpin et al. [19], a system is interpretable if it produces meaningful descriptions so that a human can understand its internals. Comparably, Doshi-Velez and Kim [16] claim that a method is interpretable if it comes with a human-understandable explanation. According to Murdoch et al. [50], interpretable ML refers to ‘the use of machine-learning models for the extraction of relevant knowledge about domain relationships contained in data.’ Lipton [39] distinguishes between two distinct categories of model interpretability: transparency and post-hoc explanations. First, transparency refers to a model whose underlying mechanisms are human-understandable. A system’s transparency can be defined at the entire model’s level, only a part of it (e.g., its parameters), and the algorithm used to train it. Second, post-hoc interpretability refers to models that provide human-understandable explanations of why they produced a certain output rather
than elucidating precisely how they work internally. Some common approaches to post-hoc interpretations include natural language explanations, visualizations of learned representations or models, and explanations by example (e.g., this tumor is classified as malignant because to the model it looks a lot like these other tumors’ [39]. Similarly, Moraffah et al. [48] also distinguish between (i) inherently interpretable models that provide explanations during training or the decision-making process and (ii) generating post-hoc explanations for an already existing model. Furthermore, they propose causal interpretable models, which allow understanding the real causes of decisions made by an ML algorithm rather than only capturing statistical correlations. Moreover, the authors claim that causal interpretability can improve ML models’ performance, especially when used in real-world environments. Pearl [62] introduces a three-layer hierarchy of causal interpretability: (i) associational, (ii) interventional, and (iii) counterfactual interpretability. First, associational interpretability helps to answer What is? questions (e.g., What does a symptom tell me about a disease?). Second, interventional interpretability refers to What if? questions (e.g., What if I take aspirin, will my headache be cured?). Finally, the author suggests that counterfactuals are the most powerful type of causal interpretability as they allow to answer questions such as Why did X happen?, Was it X that caused Y?, or What if I had acted differently?. Counterfactuals allow assessing what changes to a given situation would be needed to arrive at an alternative outcome [24].

Throughout the past decades, research in interpretable ML has made significant advances. In the early 2000s, Breiman [8] introduced the built-in feature importance measure of random forests. Around fifteen years later, when Deep Learning (DL) methods had already become prevalent in artificial intelligence, many researchers began to develop methods for both model-agnostic and model-specific explanations [46]. The following section provides an overview of state-of-the-art research in ML interpretability. In line with Moraffah et al. [48], I categorize interpretable models into three main categories: inherently interpretable models, post-hoc-interpretability, and causal interpretable models.

Inherently Interpretable Models

ML models are inherently interpretable if they provide explanations during the training procedure or while they generate an output. One type of inherently interpretable models follows a collection of if...then... rules to make predictions. For instance, decision trees use if...then... rules by checking whether a condition of a feature holds or not at each internal node. Decision trees make inferences by tracing a path from the root to a leaf node representing the class label [48]. However, Liu et al. [41] argue that decision trees are often complex and cumbersome, which lowers their interpretability for humans. Similar to decision trees, rule-based models build on a collection of rules and often serve classification purposes [40]. In contrast to decision trees, these models’ rules do not need to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive and may have a priority-based hierarchy. As a result, a sample might
trigger multiple rules at the same time, or even no rule at all [48].

In addition to rule-based methods, both linear and logistic regression are interpretable models. Linear regression models learn a linear relationship between the target and a weighted sum of the feature inputs. The linearity inherent in these models allows for a straightforward interpretation. Contrarily, logistic regression learns a logistic function to compute probabilities between 0 and 1 for classification problems and is non-linear. However, computing the so-called log-odds (i.e., the logarithm of the probability of an event relative to the probability of no event) results in a linear function that is interpretable [46]. Other examples of inherently interpretable models are Attention Networks and Disentangled Representation Learning. Since they report a weighting over inputs or internal features, Attention Networks highlight their importance for making a specific inference. These networks are used for various tasks such as machine translation, graph embedding, image classification, and VQA. Disentangled Representations separate latent factors that highly correlate with meaningful patterns from those of lower importance. Principal Component Analysis, Independent Component Analysis, and Nonnegative Matrix Factorization are examples of techniques that learn to discover disentangled features of data [48, 46].

The list of inherently interpretable ML models is growing consistently. Other examples include Generalized Linear Models (GLMs), Generalized Additive Models (GAMs), Naive Bayes Classification, or K-Nearest Neighbors [46]. An exhaustive discussion of these methods is beyond the scope of this thesis. The recently published surveys by Molnar [46] and Gilpin et al. [19] provide a detailed overview of current methods.

**Post-Hoc Interpretability**

While inherently interpretable models include explanations by design, post-hoc methods aim to generate explanations for trained black-box ML models [48]. One way to create such explanations is to use local surrogate models. These models represent an approach to explain individual predictions of a trained ML model to understand its decision-making process [45]. Ribeiro et al.’s [64] Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) is a model-agnostic implementation of a local surrogate approximating a black-box model’s outputs by examining how variations in the training data affect its predictions. Particularly, LIME permutes a trained black-box model’s training samples to generate a new dataset. Based on the black-box model’s predictions on the permuted dataset, LIME trains an interpretable model, which is weighted by the proximity of the sampled instances to the instance of interest [46].

Another method to increase the interpretability of black-box models is to use feature visualization. This method aims at visualizing those features that maximize the activation of a NN’s unit [46]. Conceptually, feature visualization methods iteratively compute the derivatives of a NN’s layers to figure out which of the input’s
features impact the model’s prediction the most [55]. In image classification, using saliency maps is one method to highlight the pixels that have the most significant impact on a model’s prediction [48]. For example, Montavon et al. [47] propose a method that uses deep Taylor decomposition to backpropagate the explanations of a DNN from the output to the input layer by computing the derivative of the weight vector. Similarly, Simonyan et al.’s image-specific class saliency maps build on a single backpropagation pass to extract the derivative of a DNN’s weight vector. The magnitude of the derivative shows the importance of each pixel for the class score’ [48].

Research in psychology suggests that providing examples is an effective strategy for human learning and decision-making [1]. Hence, another method commonly used to increase interpretability in ML is to generate example-based explanations for complex data distributions. This approach aims to find prototypes in a training dataset to summarize it [29]. To this end, an algorithm (e.g., k-nearest neighbors) selects an instance from the dataset representing the ML model’s prediction or the data distribution [48]. However, Kim et al. [29] suggest that examples alone are not enough when it comes to making ML methods interpretable since real-world data are heavily complex and seldom contain representative prototypes. The authors thus propose a method called Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) to additionally identify some criticism samples that deliver insights regarding those prototypes the black-box model does not capture [29].

Finally, another common approach is to use inherently interpretable models to estimate a black-box model’s predictions. To this end, these so-called global surrogates aim at approximating a ‘prediction function f as closely as possible with the surrogate model prediction function g’ [46]. Thereby, the surrogate model’s function must be interpretable, such as a decision tree or a linear regression model [46, 48].

**Causal Interpretability**

While inherently interpretable models and post-hoc interpretability methods foster the human understanding of how and why an ML algorithm reached a certain decision, they cannot answer questions as to how the algorithm would behave under alternative conditions (e.g., being trained with different data). Causal interpretable models address questions such as Why did the model make this decision instead of another one? or How would the prediction change if we had a different input to it? Finding answers to these questions is necessary for a variety of applications. For instance, understanding whether certain socio-demographic features such as a person’s gender or age caused a system to deny a credit application might be relevant to ensure fairness [48]. The underlying statistical concept of causal interpretability is causal inference, which aims at extracting causal relationships from data (i.e., investigating how and whether changes in one variable cause an effect in another variable) [50]. According to Moraffah et al. [48], causal interpretability for model-based interpretations refers to methods that explain to what extent a black-box model’s compo-
ponents caused its predictions. One way to achieve this goal is to compute the average causal effect (ACE) of an NN’s neurons on the output. Another method to provide causal interpretability is to generate counterfactual examples. Counterfactual explanations aim at demonstrating how changes in a feature would have affected the model’s prediction. These explanations emerge by making minimal modifications to an original instance so that the model’s prediction changes. For instance, a counterfactual could be an image that is minimally different from the original image but labeled differently by the black-box model [48]. Pearl [62] suggests that generating counterfactuals allows for the highest degree of interpretability among all methods to explain black-box models. Consequently, many scholars proposed methods to generate counterfactuals throughout the past years [24, 15, 20, 73, 82, 27]. For instance, in their paper Counterfactual Visual Explanations, Goyal et al. [24] propose a method that identifies how a given image I could change so that the image classifier outputs a different class by replacing the key discriminative regions in I with pixels from an identified “distractor” image I’ that has a different class label. Similarly, Gomez et al. [20] present an interactive visual analytics tool, ViCE, that identifies the minimal changes to a given sample that are needed to make the model predict a different output.

3.2. Visual Question Answering (VQA)

Throughout recent years, a series of papers from the ML community addressed the task of VQA [75, 5, 23, 87, 4, 11, 18, 42, 25, 75]. According to Antol et al. [5], VQA methods aim at answering natural language questions about an input image. The combination of image and textual data makes VQA a challenging multi-modal task that involves both image understanding and natural language processing [75]. Particularly, image understanding requires techniques from computer vision, while NLP methods are needed to understand the question [25]. On the one hand, computer vision algorithms aim at recovering the properties of objects in images, such as shapes, illumination and color distributions [77]. On the other hand, NLP refers to computational techniques for analyzing and representing natural language texts with the goal of achieving human-like language processing to make computer systems understand and manipulate them [36, 12]. Finally, generating an answer for a given question about an input image requires a combination of computer vision and NLP techniques [25]. The answer’s format can be of several types: a word, a phrase, a binary answer, a multiple choice answer, or a fill in the blank answer [25, 75].

The subsequent section provides an overview of the state-of-the-art in VQA, followed by a section that discusses existing attempts to increase VQA systems’ interpretability.

3.2.1. Methods for VQA

The first attempts at solving the VQA task share the characteristic of being restricted to answering questions of predefined forms [85, 42, 80, 18]. Malinowski and Fritz’s
method requires human-produced question-answer pairs for training. The authors propose a system that models the probability of an answer given a question and an image by sampling from the nearest neighbors in the training set. In [80], Tu et al. focus on graph-based joint parsing from videos and narrative text descriptions to answer queries of the type who, what, when, where, and why (e.g., "Who has a cap?") using a query parser. Geman et al. [18] introduced a system that automatically generates a series of binary questions for a given image.

In contrast to earlier contributions, more recent VQA approaches aim at generating answers to free-form open-ended questions [85]. First, Agrawal et al. [5] propose a system that mirrors the human perception of real-world environments. To this end, the model classifies an answer to a given question about an image by combining a CNN to extract features from the image and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) or recurrent networks for language processing. Their model, referred to as Vanilla VQA, can be considered as a benchmark for DL-based VQA methods [75]. In [86], Yang et al. introduce Stacked Attention Networks (SANs) that uses CNNs and LSTMs to compute an images’ regions related to the answer based on the semantic representation of a natural language question. Similarly, Anderson et al. [4] introduce a combined bottom-up and top-down visual attention mechanism to narrow down the features in images. Specifically, their system uses top-down signals based on a natural language question to determine what to look for. Their method combines these signals with bottom-up signals stemming from a purely visual feed-forward attention mechanism.

Despite the continuous advancements in VQA, several papers suggest that VQA models tend to suffer from the language prior problem: models tend to achieve good superficial performances but do not truly understand the visual context [23, 87, 11, 92]. Specifically, Goyal et al. [23] suggest that in the VQA-1 dataset [5] blindly answering "yes" to any question starting with "Do you see a..." without taking into account the rest of the question or the image results in an accuracy of 87%. Therefore, the authors propose a novel balanced VQA dataset to counter language biases. Specifically, for a given (image,question,answer) triplet \((I, Q, A)\) from the VQA-1 dataset [5], they asked humans to identify a similar image \(I'\) for which the answer to question \(Q\) is different from \(A\). For the same reason, Zhang et al. [87] propose a balanced VQA dataset for binary questions. For each question, they collected pairs of images showing abstract scenes so that the answer to the question is “yes” for one image and “no” for the other. Likewise, Chen et al. [11] criticize that existing VQA models tend to capture superficial linguistic correlations between questions and answers in the training data and, hence, only offer limited generalizability to unseen question-answer sets. Therefore, in their recent paper, they propose a model-agnostic Counterfactual Samples Synthesizing (CSS) training scheme that aims at improving VQA models’ visual-explainable and question-sensitive abilities. The CSS algorithm masks (i) objects relevant to answering a question in the original image to generate a counterfactual image and (ii) critical words to synthesize a counterfactual question.
In the same context, Zhu et al. [92] propose a self-supervised learning framework that balances the training data. The system first identifies whether a given question-image pair is relevant (i.e., the image contains critical information for answering the question) or irrelevant. This information is then fed to the VQA model to overcome language priors.

3.2.2. Interpretable VQA

Although several existing approaches attempt to overcome the language prior problem to create less superficial VQA models, they rarely provide human-understandable explanations regarding the underlying processes that led to an answer. In most real-world scenarios, human users want to get an explanation along with a VQA system’s output, especially if it fails to answer a question correctly [35]. To this end, various scholars proposed methods to make VQA systems more interpretable [35, 58, 53, 14, 90]. In [35], Li et al. introduce a method that mimics the human question-answering process. First, the authors apply pre-trained attribute detectors and image captioning to extract attributes and generate descriptions for a given image. Second, the generated explanations are used instead of the image data to infer an answer to a question. Providing critical attributes and captions to the end-user allows them to understand better what the system extracts from the image. While Li et al. [35] use textual descriptions to provide an explanation, Zhang et al. [90] introduce a heat map-based system to showcase a user the image’s regions relevant to the question. To this end, the authors train a model using region descriptions and object annotations provided in the Visual Genome dataset [31]. To increase human interpretability, Pan et al. [58] introduce a method that provides counterfactual images along with a VQA model’s output. Concretely, for a given question-image pair, the authors’ system generates a counterfactual image that is minimally different from the original image and visually realistic but leads the VQA model to output a different answer for the given question. In its current form, their method is restricted to the context of color questions. Furthermore, since their model makes edits on a pixel-by-pixel level, the counterfactual images contain changes also in areas irrelevant to a given question.
4. CountEx-VQA

4.1. Overview

This thesis introduces CountEx-VQA - Counterfactual Explanations for Visual Questions Answering, a method to provide human-interpretable discriminatory explanations to increase a VQA system’s interpretability. It aims at providing human users a visual explanation for the following intuitive question: *How would the image look like if the model’s answer was different?* Concretely, given an image-question pair \((I, Q)\) and a VQA model \(f : (I, Q) \rightarrow A\), where \(A\) is its predicted answer, the goal is to train a model \(G\) to generate a new image \(I'\):

\[
G : (I, Q, A) \rightarrow I'
\]

Thereby, \(I'\) is a counterfactual image so that \(f : (I', Q) \rightarrow \hat{A}\) and \(A \neq \hat{A}\). Along the lines of Pan et al. [58], the new image \(I'\) should be (i) minimally different from \(I\), (ii) visually realistic, and (iii) contain semantically meaningful edits (iv) applied only in question-relevant image regions. Intuitively, the model observes the original image \(I\) along with question \(Q\) and answer \(A\) and generates a new image \(I'\) for which the VQA model outputs a different answer than for the original image. To ensure that the system’s modifications in the original image \(I\) are applied only to semantically relevant regions, the method should only edit question-critical objects. To this end, the method includes an attention mechanism that first identifies each pixel’s contribution to the VQA model’s output and guides \(g\) regarding where to apply modifications in \(I\). Finally, the generator should output a semantically meaningful counterfactual image \(I'\) for which the VQA model returns a different answer than for the original image, keeping the question constant.

The proposed model is an extension of the counterfactual GAN introduced by Pan et al. [58]. Specifically, I applied the following additions to the original model aiming to (i) allow for semantic edits beyond color modifications (e.g., editing shapes) and (ii) ensure that only the question-critical regions in an image are altered while retaining the background:

- An attention mechanism guides the generator regarding where to apply edits.
- I introduce a weighted reconstruction loss that allows for larger semantic edits in those spatial image regions which the VQA model paid most attention to when answering the question (i.e., the question-critical image regions) than in the rest of the image.
- Since providing GANs with additional information can foster their performance [28], both the generator and the discriminator are conditioned on an embedding of the VQA model’s final logits weight vector. This conditioning functions as a control mode to direct the data generation process with respect to the VQA model’s prediction to create a counterfactual image that contains semantically meaningful changes relative to the original image.
• Spectral normalization [45] is added to both the discriminator and the generator to stabilize the model’s training procedure.

Extending the constraints applied by Pan et al. [58], $G$ must fulfill the following prerequisites:

- **Prerequisite I:** Given the same question, the VQA model’s output should be different for the counterfactual image $I'$ than for the original image $I$.
- **Prerequisite II:** The differences between $I$ and $I'$ should be minimal.
- **Prerequisite III:** $I'$ should be visually realistic and contain semantically meaningful modifications.
- **Prerequisite IV:** The model $G$ should primarily edit pixels that fall in those regions in $I$ that are relevant to $Q$, while retaining other pixels unchanged.

Figure 1 displays the basic architecture of CountEx-VQA, which is described in detail in the subsequent sections. In the depicted example, to explain why a model predicted the bird to be Blue and White, the generator should output a new image $I'$ that is similar to the original image $I$ but results in a different answer (i.e., Brown and White in this case). To this end, the model conducts a series of steps:

---

*An existing implementation of spectral normalization was used: https://github.com/christiancosgrove/pytorch-spectral-normalization-gan/blob/12dcf945a6359301d63d1e0da3708cd0f0590b19/spectral_normalization.py*
1. **Computing an attention map that guides the generator:** To ensure that the model meets the desired prerequisite to predominantly edit regions in $I$ that are relevant to the question $Q$, the proposed method aims to identify the question-critical objects in $I$. To this end, an attention mechanism is used to determine each pixel’s importance regarding the VQA model’s decision. Specifically, the Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) algorithm [69] is applied to the VQA model’s final convolution layer, which results in a continuous attention map $x_a \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times h \times w}$ between $[0,1]$, where $h$ and $w$ correspond to the input image’s height and width, respectively. The concatenation $[I, x_a]$ of image $I$ and attention map $x_a$ serves as an input to the generator $G$.

2. **Language-Conditioned Counterfactual Image Generation:** Following Pan et al. [58], the generator $G$ uses an architecture based on LingUNet [44]. LingUNet is an encoder-decoder NN similar to the popular pixel-to-pixel UNet model [65] and maps conditioning language to key intermediate filter weights based on an embedding of natural language text. Similar to Pan et al. [58], I used a concatenation of the VQA model’s question encoding and its final logits weight vector regarding its prediction for image $I$ as the language embedding. This embedding serves as an additional input to $G$. Furthermore, the VQA model’s final logits weight vector given image $I$ and question $Q$ is also passed to $G$ as a conditional class embedding to direct its generation process towards negating the prediction. LingUNet performs a series of convolution and deconvolution operations to generate a new image $\hat{I}$. The final counterfactual $I'$ is retrieved as follows:

$$I' = x_a \odot \hat{I} + (1 - x_a) \odot I,$$

where $\odot$ denotes the element-wise multiplication and $1$ is an all-ones vector that has the same size as $x_a$. Intuitively, $I'$ is created by adding the foreground of $\hat{I}$ (i.e., pixels with large attention values have a higher intensity than those with low attention values) to the original image’s background.

3. **Constraining Image Generation:** The image generation process is subject to several constraints that ensure that the generator meets the desired prerequisites. Similar to Pan et al. [58], the generator is constrained under three losses:

a) $I'$ should contain semantically meaningful differences compared to $I$, such that the VQA model outputs two different answers for $I'$ and $I$ given the same question $Q$. Using the VQA model’s negated cross-entropy with $A$ as the target trains the generator for any answer other than $A$.

b) Although $I$ and $I'$ should have distinct semantics with respect to a given question $Q$, the differences between the two images should be minimal. This constraint is achieved by incorporating a reconstruction loss, which
penalizes the generator for creating outputs different from the input. To ensure that question-critical objects can change their semantic meaning, the generator should be allowed to make significantly more changes in the corresponding image regions (i.e., the foreground) than in the rest of the image (i.e., the background). A modified $\ell_2$-loss adapted to this purpose, which incorporates the attention map computed in step (1) as a relative weighting term, acts as the reconstruction loss:

$$\ell_2 = \left\| (1 - x_a) \odot I - (1 - x_a) \odot I' \right\|^2_2.$$ 

Applying a weighted reconstruction loss aims at contributing to the desired traits that (i) the model predominantly edits critical objects and (ii) a relatively loose $\ell_2$ constraint is applied to question-critical regions, allowing for more significant semantic edits. Contrarily, the stricter $\ell_2$-constraint for question-irrelevant regions ensures that the generator retains them nearly unchanged.

c) The counterfactual images generated by $G$ should be visually realistic. To this end, a PatchGAN discriminator as proposed by Isola et al. [28] is used. It learns to distinguish between real and fake images and penalizes unrealistic generated counterfactuals. The generator and the discriminator are trained in an adversarial manner as in GAN training [22].

4. Applying Spectral Normalization to stabilize training: Training GANs can suffer from instability, and they are particularly vulnerable to the problems of exploding and vanishing gradients [38]. In their approach, Pan et al. [58] applied gradient clipping to counter this problem, which requires extensive empirical fine-tuning of the training regime. To bypass this extensive procedure, the proposed method uses spectral normalization [45, 38] instead to counteract training instability. Moreover, Miyato et al. [45] suggest that using spectral normalization in GANs can lead to the generated images having a higher quality relative to other training stabilization techniques, such as gradient clipping.

4.2. Implementation Details

The counterfactual generator aims to translate images from a source domain $\chi \subset \mathbb{R}^n$ to the target domain $\psi \subset \mathbb{R}^n$. To this end, it estimates a probability distribution $\nu$ with density $q(x)$ that approximates the distribution $\mu$ with density $p(x)$ of the source domain $\chi$ as closely as possible. The LingUNet [44] based approach to generate counterfactual images introduced by Pan et al. [58] functions as a starting point for CountEx-VQA. Since their implementation is not publicly available, I re-implemented it from scratch and applied several changes. The following subsections describe each of the method’s components: (i) the attention-mechanism, (ii) spectral normalization, (iii) the architectures of generator $G$ and discriminator $D$,
and (iv) the training procedure. The proposed method is implemented using Python version 3.8.1 and PyTorch 1.8.0.

4.2.1. Attention Mechanism

![Image of a surfer with a question-marked box](image)

**Question:** What color are the man’s shorts?

Figure 2: Example question-image pair from the VQAv1 dataset [5]. The red bounding box indicates the question-critical object.

Complex images may contain various objects, of which usually only a few are relevant when answering a given question. In other words, an object can be considered to be question-critical if it is key to finding an answer to a given question. For example, given the question "What color are the man’s shorts?", the question critical object in Figure 2 is the man’s shorts. Hence, the first component of the proposed architecture consists of determining question-critical image regions. Similar to Mejjati et al. [3], the input image $I \in \chi$ is passed to an attention network $A_\chi$ that outputs an attention map $x_a = A_\chi(I)$. $x_a$ is a continuous attention map between $[0,1]$ which determines each pixel’s intensity. The intuition behind this approach is to identify those spatial regions in an image that are most relevant to answer a given question. To generate the attention map, I incorporated the Grad-CAM algorithm [69]. Grad-CAM is suitable for various CNN-based models and, hence, can be applied to most VQA models. Convolutional layers retain spatial information that is not kept by fully connected layers. Hence, Selvaraju et al. [69] expect a CNN’s last convolutional layer to have the finest balance between high-level semantics and fine-grained spatial information. Grad-CAM exploits this property by finding the gradient of the most dominant logit (i.e., in the case of a VQA model, this corresponds to the answer with the highest probability) that flows into the model’s final activation map. Intuitively, the algorithm computes the importance of each neuron activated in the

[1] https://docs.python.org/3.8/reference/
[2] https://pytorch.org/docs/1.8.0/
CNN's final convolutional layer with respect to its prediction. Computing the gradient \( y^a \) of the logit corresponding to the VQA model’s predicted answer \( a \) with respect to the \( k \)th feature map’s activations \( A^k \) of a convolutional layer, i.e., \( \frac{\partial y^a}{\partial A^k} \), reveals the localization map \( L^c_{\text{Grad-CAM}} \in \mathbb{R}^{u \times v} \) of width \( u \) and height \( v \). Next, channel-wise pooling with respect to the width and height dimensions is applied to the gradients. The pooled gradients are then used to weigh the activation channels. Finally, the weighted activations \( \alpha_k^a \) reveal each channel’s importance with respect to the VQA model’s prediction \([69]\):

\[
\alpha_k^a = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_u \sum_v \delta y^a \delta A^k_{ij}
\]

Performing a weighted combination of forward activation maps followed by a ReLU finally yields a coarse saliency map of the same size as the convolutional feature maps \([69]\):

\[
L^c_{\text{Grad-CAM}} = \text{ReLU}(\sum_k \alpha_k^a A^k)
\]

Finally, to obtain the attention map \( x_a \), the feature maps \( L^c_{\text{Grad-CAM}} \) are interpolated to match the size of the input image \( I \). Furthermore, I applied a gaussian filter \([7]\) with a mean \( \mu = 0 \) and a population standard deviation \( \sigma = 2 \) for improved preservation of the selected image regions’ edges.

### 4.2.2. Spectral Normalization

Along the lines of Miyato et al. \([45]\), I incorporated spectral normalization into CountEx-VQA to stabilize its training procedure. According to the authors, this method normalizes a \( \text{NN} \)'s weights by applying the Lipschitz constraint. In general, a real function \( g : \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) follows the Lipschitz constraint if

\[
\frac{|g(x_1) - g(x_2)|}{|x_1 - x_2|} \leq k,
\]

where \( k \) is the Lipschitz constant (e.g., 1) \([45]\). Given a CNN \( \mathcal{CN} \theta \) with \( L \) layers and weights \( \theta = \{ w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_L \} \), its output for an input \( x \) can be computed as \([38]\):

\[
\mathcal{CN} \theta = a_L \circ l_{w_L} \circ a_{L-1} \circ l_{w_{L-1}} \circ \ldots \circ a_1 \circ l_{w_1}(x),
\]

where \( a_i \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, L - 1 \)) denotes the activation function in the \( i \)th layer and \( a_L \) describes the final layer’s activation function. Spectral normalization regularizes the convolutional kernels \( w_i \in \mathbb{R}^{c_{\text{out}} \times c_{\text{in}} \times k_w \times k_h} \) with kernel width \( k_w \) and height \( k_h \) of the fully connected layers \( l_{w_i} \) with \( c_{\text{in}} \) input and \( c_{\text{out}} \) output channels. To this end, \( w_i \) is first reshaped into a matrix \( \hat{w}_i \in \mathbb{R}^{c_{\text{out}} \times (c_{\text{in}} \times k_w \times k_h)} \), which is then normalized such that the spectral norm \( ||\hat{w}_i||_{sp} = 1 \) \( \forall i \in [1, L] \). Thereby, the spectral norm is computed as follows \([38]\):
\[ \| \hat{w}_i \|_{sp} = \frac{\hat{w}_i}{u_i \times \hat{w}_i \times v_i}, \]

where \( u_i \) and \( v_i \) denote the left and right singular vectors of \( \hat{w}_i \) with respect to its largest singular values.

### 4.2.3. Generator

For the generator \( G \), I used Pan et al.’s [58] approach as a starting point and incorporated the required modifications. Specifically, \( G \) uses a modified LingUNet [43] architecture. LingUNet builds on Ronneberger et al.’s [65] U-Net image generation method by incorporating language conditioning to the reconstruction phase. The generator receives the following inputs:

- A concatenation \([I, x_a]\) of the original image \( I \) and the corresponding attention map \( x_a \) based on the VQA model’s prediction for the image-question pair \((I,Q)\).
- A question embedding \( \bar{q} \), which stems from the VQA model’s language encoding of question \( Q \).
- An answer embedding \( \bar{a} \) represented by the VQA model’s final logits weight vector with respect to its prediction for the image-question pair \((I,Q)\).

All inputs are normalized to be within the range \([-1,1]\) before they are passed to the generator. Furthermore, images are resized to \(256 \times 256\) to decrease computational load.

Figure 3 depicts the general architecture of \( G \). First, as in [43], \( G \) applies a two-layer CNN with a kernel size of \(4 \times 4\), stride 2, padding 1, and leaky ReLU to the input \([I, x_a]\). This operation yields a feature map \( F_0 = \text{CNN}_0(x') \) of size \(64 \times 128 \times 128\). Subsequently, \( G \) generates \( m = 3 \) feature maps \( F_j = \text{CNN}_j(F_{j-1}) \), \( j = 1, \ldots, m \) by applying a cascade of \( m \) convolutional blocks with leaky ReLU, dropout, and instance normalization to \( F_0 \). The layers use \(4 \times 4\) kernel sizes, strides of 2 and paddings of 1.

Furthermore, \( G \) applies a series of operations to condition the image generation process on language. First, the question embedding \( \bar{q} \) and the answer embedding \( \bar{a} \) are concatenated to create a language representation \( \bar{x} \). Second, \( G \) applies a 2D \( 1 \times 1 \) convolutional filter with weights \( K_k \) to each \( F_j \). Each \( K_k \) is computed by splitting \( \bar{x} \) into \( m \) equally sized vectors \( \{\bar{x}_j\}_{j=1}^m \) and applying a \( 1 \times 1 \) linear transformation to each of them. Applying the filter weights to each feature map \( F_j \) yields the language-conditioned feature maps \( G_j \) [43].

Next, \( G \) applies a one-layer CNN with kernel size \(4 \times 4\), stride 2, and a padding of 1 to \( G_m \) to produce the internal coding described by \( h \). Furthermore, since \( G \) should change the input \( x \) such that the VQA model’s predicted answer changes, the generator is conditioned on the VQA model’s prediction. To this end, \( G \) applies a \( 1 \times 1 \)
Figure 3: Architecture of the generator

1 linear transformation to the VQA model’s final logits weight vector $\bar{a}$. The output is then concatenated with the output of $h$ to generate the final convolution feature.
map $G_{m+1}$. This concatenation is intended to direct the generator’s upsampling procedure with respect to the VQA model’s prediction by learning class-specific patterns. Providing this additional information aims at assisting the generator to apply modifications such that the VQA model perceives semantically meaningful changes. Finally, $G$ applies a series of $m + 1$ upscale and convolution operations to generate a sequence of $m + 1$ feature maps of increasing size $H_{m+1}, \ldots, H_1$ \[43\]:

$$H_{m+1} = \text{DECONV}_{m+1}((G_{m+1})$$
$$H_j = \text{DECONV}_j([H_{j+1}; G_j]).$$

Each DECONV$_j$ is a deconvolution block including spectral normalization, instance normalization and a leaky ReLU activation function. Additionally, the generator uses dropout in the first two deconvolution operations to prevent the model from overfitting. Furthermore, in image translation, the input and output usually share a vast amount of low-level information (e.g., the location of prominent edges) \[?\]. Therefore, it is desirable to roughly align the structure in the input with the structure in the output. To this end, $G$ uses skip connections between the equally-sized convolution and deconvolution layers. Each skip connection concatenates all channels of feature map $G_j$ with all channels of feature map $H_{j+1}$. Next, $G$ applies a 2D transposed convolution operation with Tanh \[54\] to the final deconvolution layer’s output. This operation yields an image $y'$ of size $256 \times 256$. Ultimately, the final output of $G$ is computed as follows:

$$G(x) = y = x_a \odot y' + (1 - x_a) \odot I$$

Intuitively, this operation adds the foreground (i.e., the question-critical regions) of $y'$ to the background of the original image $I$. As a result, most of the original image’s background is retained unchanged in $y$, while the foreground is replaced.

### 4.2.4. Discriminator

To penalize unrealistic generated images, CountEx-VQA adopts a modified version of the PatchGAN discriminator \[28\], which distinguishes real and fake images. The PatchGAN discriminator uses an $N \times N$ receptive field to map each $N \times N$ square of the output to the corresponding square in the input. Effectively, the discriminator $D$ classifies each patch in an image as real or fake. The final output of $D$ is then computed by averaging all patch-classifications. For the experiment at hand, I modified an existing PyTorch implementation of PatchGAN\[^5\]. It uses a $70 \times 70$ receptive field to restrict the discriminator’s attention to the structure in local image patches. Figure \[4\] depicts the discriminator’s architecture. Similar to the generator, I incorporated a class embedding to condition the discriminator on the VQA

[^5]: https://github.com/aladdinpersson/Machine-Learning-Collection/blob/master/ML/Pytorch/GANs/Pix2Pix/discriminator_model.py
model’s prediction. Specifically, in addition to the input image $I$, the discriminator receives the normalized final logits weight vector $\bar{a}$ of the VQA model, which is passed through a $1 \times 1$ linear layer and concatenated with $I$. The concatenated inputs then flow through two three-layer CNNs. Each of them has a convolutional kernel size of $4 \times 4$, stride 1, and a padding of 1, and uses spectral normalization and a leaky ReLU activation function. The resulting feature map is then passed through an equally designed CNN except for its stride, which is 2 instead of 1. Finally, an additional convolution layer with kernel size $4 \times 4$, stride 2, and a padding of one outputs the discriminator’s final prediction.

4.2.5. Training procedure

As a starting point, I used the original adversarial GAN loss \cite{22} to govern the training procedure of the proposed model:

$$L(G, D) = \mathbb{E}_I[\log D(I)] + \mathbb{E}_I[\log(1 - D(G(I)))]$$

Intuitively, $G$ and $D$ play an adversarial minimax-game, where the generator tries to minimize $L(G, D)$, while the discriminator aims at maximizing it, i.e. $G^* = \arg \min_G \max_D L(G, D)$ \cite{22}. In addition to the GAN \cite{22} loss, I incorporated the following losses for $G$ and $D$ in order for the model to meet the specified prerequisites.

First, the generator should apply only the minimal amount of changes to the input image. To this end, I trained $G$ using an adapted version of the $\ell_2$ reconstruction loss \cite{22}. Specifically, to allow for more extensive semantic edits in question-critical image regions, I incorporated a relative weighting of the $\ell_2$ loss with respect to the
attention map $x_a$:

$$\ell_2 = ||(1 - x_a) \odot I - (1 - x_a) \odot I'||_2^2.$$  

By enforcing the $\ell_2$ constraint on the backgrounds of $I$ and $I'$, respectively, it allows for more edits in the foreground than in the rest of the image.

Second, to train the generator to produce images such that the VQA model’s output changes, I incorporated the negated cross-entropy with the VQA model’s original answer $\hat{A}$ as the target [21]:

$$L_{CE} = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} -a_i \log(p_i),$$

for $n$ classes, where $a_i$ is the truth label and $p_i$ is the Softmax probability for answer $a_i$. As a result, the generator learns to aim for any answer $A' \neq \hat{A}$. In line with Pan et al. [58], I warmed up the generator using only the adapted $\ell_2$-loss for one epoch before adding the other two losses. As a result, the final loss function for the generator reads as follows, where $e \in [1, ..., n]$ with $n$ representing the number of epochs:

$$L_G = \begin{cases} 
\ell_2 & \text{if } e = 1 \\
L_{GAN}(G, D) + \lambda_\ell_2 \ell_2 + \lambda_{CE} L_{CE} & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}$$

with $\lambda_\ell_2 = 0.05$ and $\lambda_{CE} = 5$.

The discriminator was trained using $L_{GAN}(G, D)$ only. Both the discriminator and the generator were trained for six epochs using the Adam optimizer described in section 2 with $\beta_1 = 0.5$ and $\beta_2 = 0.999$ following [28]. To train the discriminator, a learning rate of $2e^{-4}$ was used, while the generator was trained with a learning rate of $1e^{-4}$. To prevent the discriminator from getting too strong too quickly, one-sided label smoothing was added to the discriminator as proposed by Salimans et al. [67]. Specifically, all the true labels (i.e., 1) were replaced with a smoothed value of 0.95.

### 4.3. Experimental Setup

#### 4.3.1. Data

The approach was applied to a subset of the VQAv1 dataset’s Real Images portion introduced by Agrawal et al. [5]. The dataset covers (i) images of everyday scenes, (ii) a wide variety of questions about the images, and (iii) the corresponding ground truth answers. The images stem from the Microsoft Common Objects in Context (MSCOCO) [37] dataset.

Specifically, it comprises 204,721 images of real-life everyday scenes depicting common objects in their natural environment. Second, for each image in the MS COCO dataset, Agrawal et al. [5] gathered three questions about the scene it shows. To this end, the authors asked human subjects to formulate image-related questions that they believed a smart robot able to understand images would have trouble answering. The subjects were presented with previously asked questions about a given image to ensure question diversity. Overall, the VQAv1 dataset [5] includes 614,163
Figure 5: ‘Examples of questions (black), (a subset of the) answers given when looking at the image (green), and answers given when not looking at the image (blue) for numerous representative examples of the dataset’ [5].

questions. Finally, the dataset comprises corresponding answers for each of the questions. First, for open-ended questions, Agrawal et al. [5] asked ten unique human subjects to answer the question with a short phrase (i.e., not a full sentence). The authors deemed an answer to be correct if at least three workers provided it. More than one answer can be included in the dataset if multiple answers apply to a given question. Regarding multiple-choice questions, the authors gathered 18 candidate answers from human subjects. Again, the authors considered an answer to be correct if at least three subjects provided it. For each multiple-choice question, four types of answers were used to generate a candidate set. First, the most common answer was considered the correct answer. Second, plausible answers were included by collecting answers from three subjects without showing them the image. While these answers may be incorrect, the authors consider them plausible since they are related to the question. Third, Agrawal et al. [5] included the ten most popular answers across the entire dataset: yes, no, 2, 1, white, 3, red, blue, 4, and green. Finally, the authors filled up the union of correct, plausible, and random answers with correct answers from random questions in the dataset to create a set of 18 candidate answers. Overall, the VQAv1 dataset [5] covers 7,984,119 answers. With 89.32%, single-word answers represent the majority across the dataset, followed by two-word (6.91%)
and three-word (2.74%) answers.
For reasons of feasibility, the present experiment focused on color and shape-based questions only. To this end, I applied a string-based filter to keep only questions that start with the substring *What color* or *What shape*, respectively. As a result, the dataset used in this study covers 23,469 question-image pairs with 414 unique answers. Figure 5 depicts a number of examples from our subset of the VQA v1 dataset [5].

### 4.3.2. VQA Model

The VQA model utilized in the experiment at hand is a pre-trained MUTAN model [6]. Given a question $Q \in Q$, an image $I \in I$ and the set of MUTAN’s parameters $\theta$, the VQA model is trained to predict an answer $\hat{A} \in A$ that matches the ground-truth answer $A^* \in A$:

$$\hat{A} = \arg \max_{A \in A} p_{\theta}(A|I, Q)$$

For image encoding, a CNN architecture embeds $I$ into a vector representation $v \in \mathbb{R}^{2048}$ [6]. Similarly, the VQA model creates a vector embedding $q \in \mathbb{R}^{2400}$ based on an encoder-decoder network. MUTAN then performs a bilinear operation $T$ to fuse the representations of $v$ and $q$ into a single vector $y$ [6]. Finally, applying a softmax function to $y$ yields the final answer $\hat{A}$. 
Question: What color is the woman wearing

Predicted answer: red.

Question: What shape are the tires on the truck?

Predicted answer: round.

In an experiment, Ben-Younes et al. [6] trained MUTAN using the VQAv1 dataset (i.e., the same dataset used in this thesis' experimental setup). According to the authors, MUTAN achieved an overall accuracy of approximately 67 percent on the VQAv1 test set. The model performed particularly well regarding questions with binary Yes/No answers (85.14%). For questions including numbers (e.g., "How many ...?"), it achieved 39.81% accuracy. For all other question types (including color and shape-based questions), it achieved an accuracy of 58.52%. Figure 6 depicts an example output of MUTAN for a color and a shape-based question, respectively.

4.3.3. Evaluation

Automatically and objectively assessing the quality of synthetically generated images is a challenging task [91, 51, 67]. Salimans et al. [67] suggest that there exists no objective function to assess a GAN’s performance. To evaluate the proposed method, I applied both automatic and manually conducted assessments. Specifically, I evaluated the counterfactual generator under five criteria:
1. **Suitability of the attention mechanism:** I qualitatively assessed the outputs of the applied attention mechanism by evaluating its ability to focus the question-critical objects in an image.

2. **Change of Semantics:** I quantitatively assessed the share to which the VQA model outputs two different answers to the same question when making inference on the original image and the counterfactual image, respectively. Furthermore, I manually assessed whether the generator produced meaningful counterfactuals with changed semantics.

3. **Sensitivity to language-conditioning:** In line with Pan et al. [58], I qualitatively assessed the counterfactual generator’s sensitivity to language-conditioning. To this end, I evaluated whether the generator produced different image edits for different input question-answer pairs.

4. **Realism:** In a qualitative evaluation, I assessed whether or not the generated images are realistic.

5. **Minimality of image edits:** I computed the L1 norm to measure the number and magnitude of perturbations present in the counterfactual images relative to the original images [52].
5. Results

5.1. Attention Mechanism

(a) **Question:** What color is the ball? **MUTAN answer:** orange.

(b) **Question:** What colors are the kite? **MUTAN answer:** green and red.

(c) **Question:** What color is the bus? **MUTAN answer:** red

(d) **Question:** What color are the flags? **MUTAN answer:** red and white.

Figure 7: Example outputs of the Grad-CAM algorithm applied to MUTAN for color-based questions. Left: original image. Center: Interpolated attention map projected on the original image. Right: The background image.
The first part of the proposed method consists in applying the Grad-CAM algorithm to the VQA model. Since the counterfactual generator is allowed to make changes predominantly in those image regions on which the attention mechanism focuses, its performance heavily relies on the attention maps. This section summarizes the results of a qualitative evaluation of the attention mechanism’s ability to focus question-critical objects in images.

Figure 7 depicts, for four example images, the outputs of the Grad-CAM algorithm applied to MUTAN as well as the latter’s answer to the question. On the left is the original image \( I \) that serves as input to the VQA model. The center image shows MUTAN’s attention \( x_a \) in the form of a heatmap. Finally, the rightmost image depicts the background obtained by computing \((1 - a) \odot I\), where \(1\) is the all-ones vector and \(\odot\) denotes the element-wise multiplication. The generator \( G \) is allowed to make more significant modifications to pixels with large intensity values in \( x_a \) than to those with low values. For image (a) and the question *What color is the ball?*, the projection indicates that MUTAN mostly focuses on the ball and a relatively small area around it. Consequently, the ball disappears almost entirely when obtaining the corresponding background image. Furthermore, the lower part of the field, as well as the players’ lower bodies, appear slightly less bright than in the original image. Similarly, in image (b), given the question *What colors are the kite?*, the projection focuses on the kite’s inner portion. Furthermore, a segment of the ground in the image’s lower part is highlighted as well. As a result, the kite’s colored area and the center part of the image’s bottom are almost entirely hidden in the background image. The projection for the question *What color is the bus?* in image (c) indicates that the VQA model mostly focuses on a relatively small section at the bus’ bottom and top, while the attention is weaker regarding its rear. Finally, for image (d), MUTAN outputs an incorrect answer: While the flags are actually black, the VQA model outputs *red and white* for an answer. The projections indicate how the model might have come up with its prediction: It focuses on a person holding a red object in the upper left area and a small area of the snow at the image’s bottom. These observations are reflected in the background image as well.
(a) **Question:** What shape are the tires on the truck? **MUTAN’s answer:** round.

(b) **Question:** What shape is the white pillow? **MUTAN’s answer:** oval.

Figure 8: Example outputs of the Grad-CAM algorithm applied to MUTAN for shape-based questions. Left: original image. Center: Interpolated attention map projected on the original image. Right: The background image.

Figure 8 shows two example outputs of Grad-CAM for shape-based questions. The order of the images is the same as in Figure 7. The projection in image (a) indicates that given the question *What shape are the tires on the truck?*, the VQA model focuses on the vehicle’s entire lower part rather than merely the tires. Furthermore, its attention is greater at the truck’s rear than its front. In the background image, the back wheel is almost entirely missing, while the front wheel is visible. Furthermore, a relatively large portion of pixels corresponding with the truck’s load area and the car on top of it have very small intensity values. Similarly, in image (b), the projection also focuses on an area of the image that is larger than the question-critical object. Instead of mainly focusing on the pillow, the attention is mostly on the bed. This becomes even more apparent when considering the background image: While most of the bed is nearly unrecognizable, the pillow is still visible. However, it is blurred to some extent.
These examples discussed in this section are vicarious for four main patterns regarding the attention mechanism:

- If the object relevant to answering a question is relatively small compared to the rest of the image, the attention mechanism focuses on it completely in most cases. In other words, the computed intensities are higher for pixels belonging to the object than for the rest of the pixels. Under these circumstances, the generator can make larger changes to the entire object than to the rest of the image.

- Contrarily, if the object is very large or MUTAN pays attention to the background, the projection usually focuses only on a part of it. Consequently, the information the generator receives allows it to apply more significant changes to a segment of the object or the background than to the rest of it.

- If MUTAN makes an incorrect prediction, this is often reflected by the projection not focusing on the question-critical object, but another element of the image, such as in example (d) of Figure 7.

- For most shape-based questions, the projections focus on larger image regions compared to those for color-based questions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) <strong>Question:</strong> What color are the peppers in the bottom left corner?</th>
<th><strong>MUTAN’s answer:</strong> yellow</th>
<th><strong>MUTAN’s answer:</strong> red</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b) <strong>Question:</strong> What color is the large central flower?</td>
<td><strong>MUTAN’s answer:</strong> yellow</td>
<td><strong>MUTAN’s answer:</strong> orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) <strong>Question:</strong> What color is the bird?</td>
<td><strong>MUTAN’s answer:</strong> blue and white</td>
<td><strong>MUTAN’s answer:</strong> brown and white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) <strong>Question:</strong> What color is the dog?</td>
<td><strong>MUTAN’s answer:</strong> brown</td>
<td><strong>MUTAN’s answer:</strong> brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) <strong>Question:</strong> What color scheme is the picture in?</td>
<td><strong>MUTAN’s answer:</strong> black and white</td>
<td><strong>MUTAN’s answer:</strong> orange and white</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Example outputs of the counterfactual generator for color-based questions from the VQAv1 [5] validation set. Left: original image and corresponding attention map. Right: Generated counterfactual image and corresponding attention map.
5.2. Evaluation of the Counterfactuals

Change of Semantics

For the VQAv1 [5] validation set, the VQA model’s output changes for 37.78% of the counterfactuals. In particular, the VQA model outputs a different answer for the counterfactual than for the original image for 38.05% of the color-based questions and 25.45% of the shape-based questions. For the rest of the generated counterfactuals, the VQA model’s prediction mostly does not change for either of the following two reasons. First, in some cases, the difference between the original and counterfactual images is too small for the model or a human observer to notice. Second, suppose the question-critical object accounts for a large portion of the image, or the question is about the image’s background. In that case, the generator often only edits those parts on which the attention mechanism focuses. As a result, the relevant image region is not modified in its entirety so that the VQA model or a human observer cannot perceive a semantically meaningful change.

Figure 9 depicts qualitative results of the counterfactual generator for color-based questions that are exemplary for these findings. The figure shows the original image and the heatmap denoting the VQA model’s attention during inference on the left. On the right, the counterfactual image and the corresponding heatmap are displayed. Rows (a) - (c) show example counterfactuals that successfully change the original image’s semantics and cause the VQA system to make a different prediction. In example (a), the color of the peppers in the bottom left corner changes from yellow to red, which the VQA system successfully observes. As the heatmaps illustrate, while it correctly captures the semantic change and still focuses the question-critical objects, the VQA model seems to slightly shift its attention to an additional region in the upper left corner when making an inference on the counterfactual image. Contrarily, it solely focuses on the lower-left corner in the original image. In example (b), the color of the large flower in the image’s center changes from yellow to orange. Similarly, the bird’s wing color successfully changes from blue to brown in example (c). These counterfactuals show the generator to be successful in changing the semantics of an image such that they are perceived both by the VQA model and a human observer. However, for several images, the model fails to alter their semantic meaning. Row (d) in Figure 9 depicts such an example: the VQA model’s answer does not change when being provided with the counterfactual. While the dog appears slightly darker in the counterfactual than in the original image, the color-change is marginal and not perceived as such by the VQA model.
While the model can generate semantically meaningful counterfactuals for many color-based questions, it fails mostly fails in the context of shapes. Figure 10 depicts two examples. While the VQA model predicts a different answer for the counterfactual than for the original image in both cases, the changes are not semantically meaningful from a human observer’s perspective. In example (a), the object’s shape remains roughly unchanged, while the counterfactual generator slightly edits the sign’s color. Furthermore, the VQA model predicts an incorrect answer regarding both the original and the counterfactual image. As the heatmap indicates, the modifications to the original image appear to be significant enough for the VQA model to shift its focus slightly to the lower right portion of the sign when making an inference on the counterfactual. This shift seems to cause the model to change its prediction. In contrast to example (a), the changes to the image in example (b) are more dominant. The counterfactual generator produces an artifact covering the kite and a segment of the sky surrounding it. As the heatmaps show, the VQA model focuses on the same area in both the original and the counterfactual image, but the artifact seems to cause it to change its answer. These two instances are exemplary for most of the counterfactual for shape-based questions: the generator (i) applies only a few edits that are barely noticeable or (ii) produces artifacts that are not semantically meaningful for a human observer.
Sensitivity to language-conditioning

Both the examples in Figure 9 and Figure 10 show that the counterfactual generator’s edits vary depending on the questions and answers. Since the attention maps pose a strong constraint for the generator, its edits heavily depend on them. If the attention map focuses on the question-critical object, such as the bird in row (c) of Figure 9, the generator successfully modifies it. In this case, the heatmap predominantly focuses on the bird’s body, while it mostly neglects the rest of the image. Contrarily, if the attention map focuses only on a small portion of the object in question (such as in example (e) of Figure 9), language conditioning does not have the desired effect. In these cases, the generator fails to modify the areas relevant to the question-answer pair sufficiently.

Realism

The model successfully generates visually realistic counterfactual images in several cases. For instance, in the counterfactuals in rows (a) - (c) of Figure 9, the changes to the question-critical objects appear realistic to a human observer. Furthermore, since the generator mainly retains the backgrounds unchanged and does not seem to produce obvious artifacts, the modified objects are still located in their original environments. This makes the counterfactual images appear visually realistic to a human observer. In example (b), however, the attention map focuses on a small section of the background in addition to the question-critical object (i.e., the flower). As a result, the counterfactual generator also slightly alters the background by adding an orange checkerboard pattern in the corresponding area. This addition also seems to affect the VQA model, which pays less attention to the bottom left corner in the counterfactual than in the original image. Furthermore, although they do not cause the example counterfactuals to be visually unrealistic, in some cases, the altered regions contain gentle artifacts. This trend can, for instance, be observed in example (a) of Figure 9: the peppers are covered by a subtle checkerboard pattern.

In other cases, the generator produces noticeable artifacts that cause the counterfactual images to be visually unrealistic. For example, in row (e) of Figure 9, a relatively small yellowish-brownish pattern seems to suffice for the VQA model to change its prediction relative to the original image. This modification results in a counterfactual image that looks fake to a human observer. Similarly, the counterfactual in example (b) of Figure 10 contains a large checkerboard pattern that makes it appear unrealistic to a human observer.

Minimality of Image edits

The $\ell_1$-norm was computed across both the training and the validation set to evaluate the counterfactual generator’s performance regarding the minimality-of-edits constraint. It measures the magnitude of changes in the counterfactual relative to the original image. Lower values indicate fewer changes than greater values.
Table 1 summarizes the results for this experiment. The mean (denoted $\mu$) and standard deviation (denoted $\sigma$) values are calculated for different splits of both the training and the validation set. The first three columns represent the values computed across the entire datasets and for color-based and shape-based questions only. The remaining six columns contain the same computations for the portion of pairs of original and counterfactual images for which the VQA model predicted distinct or equal answers, respectively. The results indicate that the counterfactual generator applied fewer changes regarding color-based questions than concerning shapes. This observation applies to both the training and the validation set and across all splits. Moreover, overall, the generator applied fewer changes in those cases where the VQA model’s predictions regarding the original and counterfactual image were distinct than if they were equal. Similar to the mean values, the standard deviations are lower for color-based questions than for shape-based questions. Moreover, the values are slightly larger for pairs of images and counterfactuals for which the VQA model outputs the same answer to the corresponding question than for those pairs for which the answers are different.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Colors</th>
<th>Shapes</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Colors</th>
<th>Shapes</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Colors</th>
<th>Shapes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training set</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>0.0175</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
<td>0.0177</td>
<td>0.0176</td>
<td>0.0212</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Validation set</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>0.0175</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
<td>0.0208</td>
<td>0.0177</td>
<td>0.0176</td>
<td>0.0212</td>
<td>0.0173</td>
<td>0.0173</td>
<td>0.0198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mean ($\mu$) and standard deviation ($\sigma$) of the $\ell_1$-norm computed across the training and validation set and split across categories.
6. Discussion

The experiments conducted in this thesis show the proposed method to be partly effective for editing question-critical objects to generate counterfactual images for VQA. Specifically, it succeeds in applying semantically meaningful, language-conditioned, and visually realistic edits concerning several color-based questions, while it fails to do so for shape-based questions. Furthermore, the counterfactual generator performs well when the attention mechanism focuses on the question-critical object as a whole rather than only a part of it. This finding indicates that using an attention mechanism suits the desired trait of training the generator to alter question-critical objects while retaining the rest of the image. Using a weighted reconstruction loss also promotes the desired trait of training the model to apply more edits to question-critical image regions than to the rest of the image. Therefore, for a human observer, the background of the counterfactual image looks identical to the original image’s background in many of the qualitative results. However, in some cases, the attention map focuses only partly on the question-critical object. This problem mainly occurs when the question-answer pair is about the image’s background or an object covering a large area. In these cases, it seems that the VQA model takes into account only a part of the object to predict an answer to a given question. The reason for the generator to fail regarding these instances might be two-fold: First, the reconstruction loss appears to be too rigid for those parts of the object to which the attention map pays only weak attention, forcing the generator to reproduce the original pixels predominantly. Second, since the generated image is merged with the original image’s background, the generator cannot apply significant edits to the pixels with large intensity values in the background without causing an unrealistic counterfactual. This could be solved by relaxing the reconstruction loss across the entire image. With the current approach, the continuous attention map can contain zeros or values close to zero. As a result, the generator cannot (significantly) alter the corresponding pixels in the image. By increasing all values in the attention map that are below a certain threshold (e.g., below 0.2), the generator would be allowed to alter all pixels at least to some extent. However, a drawback of this solution could be that image regions not related to the question-answer pair might not be fully retained. Using an attention mechanism that more reliably focuses the entire question-critical object could solve this problem.

In some instances, the counterfactual generator modifies the question-critical objects in a way that the VQA model perceives a semantically meaningful change, while a human observer does not notice it. Enforcing the constraint of negating the VQA model’s answer might solve this problem. This could be achieved by applying a higher relative weighting to the negated cross-entropy loss or by using it for training both the generator and the discriminator, rather than only the former. In this case, the discriminator would not only penalize the generator for unrealistic counterfactuals but also when they do not lead to an alternative answer prediction of the VQA model.
While the method introduced in this thesis achieves encouraging results for color-based questions, it failed to modify objects regarding their shapes. Along the lines of Pan et al. [58], whose counterfactual generator also fails to make semantic edits that go beyond colors, this might be explained by the following two reasons. First, the reconstruction loss might still be too rigid despite the attention mechanism allowing for more modifications to question-critical regions than to the rest of the image. The results of the evaluation regarding the minimality of edits support this conclusion. Specifically, the generator seems to require more changes to successfully alter an object’s shape than regarding its colors. The reconstruction loss seems to force the generator not to go beyond a certain amount of modifications. As a result, it cannot alter the objects sufficiently so that their shape does not change, or at least not enough. Furthermore, the attention mechanism often does not focus on the entire object. In these cases, the reconstruction loss is too rigid regarding an object’s edges, which are crucial to changing its shape. This could be solved by applying an attention mechanism that more accurately focuses the entire question-critical object. Second, the training data contains significantly less shape-based than color-based questions. Hence, the dataset might not be diverse enough for the generator to learn how to alter shapes sufficiently. This problem could be solved by using a more balanced training dataset.
7. Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis aimed at providing discriminative explanations for a VQA system’s predictions to increase the interpretability of its decision-making processes. To this end, it introduced CountEx-VQA, a GAN that edits question-critical objects in images to generate counterfactuals. Specifically, the implementation consists of a modified LingUNet [43] as the counterfactual generator and a PatchGAN discriminator [28] that penalizes unrealistic generated images. Given a VQA model \( f: (I, Q) \rightarrow \hat{A} \) that predicts an answer \( \hat{A} \) based on an image-question tuple \((I, Q)\), the GAN is trained to generate an image \( I' \) that is minimally different from \( I \) such that the VQA model’s answer changes (i.e., \( f: (I', Q) \rightarrow \hat{A}' \neq \hat{A} \)). By incorporating a Grad-CAM-based attention mechanism that determines each pixel’s importance regarding the VQA model’s decision making process, the counterfactual generator learns to apply modifications in an image predominantly to question-critical objects, while retaining the rest of the image.

Extensive experiments on the challenging VQAv1 dataset [5] have shown the proposed method to achieve encouraging results for color questions. In many cases, the counterfactual generator successfully changed an image’s semantics by modifying question-critical objects. Furthermore, the results indicate that using an attention mechanism is an appropriate means to guide the modification process. The quality of the counterfactual images depended to a large extent on the attention maps. The generator edited the appropriate locations in those cases where it successfully focused on the question-critical object(s). The rest of the image, on the other hand, remained intact and did not contain any modifications detectable by a human observer. Contrarily, if the map did not focus on the entire object but only a part of it, the generator had difficulties modifying the image. Either it did not modify the image sufficiently for the VQA model to perceive a change in its semantic meaning, or it inserted visually unrealistic artifacts.

Introducing a reconstruction loss weighted on the attention map sought to allow the counterfactual generator to make more modifications in areas focused by the attention map than in the rest of the image. This was (i) to allow for more extensive semantic modifications beyond color changes and (ii) to ensure that question-irrelevant areas of the image remained nearly unchanged. While the weighted reconstruction loss seems to facilitate the latter, the results for shape-based questions show that the generator lacks the potential for the former. Similar to the approach developed by Pan et al. [58], CountEx-VQA failed to generate realistic counterfactuals that contain semantically meaningful differences compared to the original image in these cases. The following reasons could explain this problem. First, the reconstruction loss might overall be too strict to allow for major semantic interventions. Second, the training dataset used in the experiment contains significantly fewer shape-based questions than color-based questions. Therefore, it could be that the generator did not receive enough information to learn appropriate patterns regarding the shape of objects.
For future work, the model could be trained on a larger, more diverse dataset. For instance, Goyal et al. [23] proposed the VQAv2 dataset, which contains multiple images per question rather than only a single one as in the VQAv1 dataset [5]. Moreover, using an attention mechanism that focuses on the question-critical objects more accurately could also significantly improve the model’s performance. For example, Li et al. [34] propose an approach that employs super-pixel segmentation to extract concepts and uses the Shapley Value [70] algorithm to determine each concept’s contribution to a DNN’s decision. In images, a concept can be a color, texture, or a group of similar segments. Training the generator to alter the most important concept(s) in an image rather than providing it an attention map determining each pixel’s intensity could alleviate the limitations encountered regarding the method proposed in this research. Moreover, replacing an entire instance of a concept rather than editing an image on a pixel-by-pixel level could pave the way for semantic changes even larger than altering shapes.
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### A. Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question 1</th>
<th>Answer 1</th>
<th>Question 2</th>
<th>Answer 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What color is the woman’s leg warmers?</td>
<td>red and black</td>
<td>What color is the man’s shirt?</td>
<td>orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What color are the cabinets?</td>
<td>gray</td>
<td>What color is the walls?</td>
<td>brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What color are these animal’s tongues?</td>
<td>black</td>
<td>What shape is the red sign?</td>
<td>red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What color is the man’s flower?</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>What color is the man’s shirt?</td>
<td>yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: Additional qualitative results (Part I) of CountEx-VQA for question-image pairs from the VQA v1 [5] validation set based on a pre-trained MUTAN VQA model [6].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer 1</th>
<th>Answer 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What color is the batter’s jersey?</td>
<td>orange</td>
<td>red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What color is the dog?</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What color are the sprinkles?</td>
<td>pink</td>
<td>red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What color is the train?</td>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What shape is the center plate?</td>
<td>round</td>
<td>circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What color is the picture in?</td>
<td>red</td>
<td>orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What shape is the coffee table?</td>
<td>round</td>
<td>oval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What color is the background?</td>
<td>green</td>
<td>green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: Additional qualitative results (Part II) of CountEx-VQA for question-image pairs from the VQA v1 validation set based on a pre-trained MUTAN VQA model.
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